
Blog Date :  
One - three key takeaways from post :  
1.) 
2.) 
3.) 
 
Pr imary Keyword: 
Secondary Keyword: 
 
SLUG: include primary keyword in slug (http://websitename.com/blog/slug-with-keyword    
Example: http://www.luxehomesdesign.com/blog/2012-kitchen-design-trends) 
 
Meta Descr ipt ion - make sure your Meta description is catchy and makes people want to click on the article to 
read more. It should be no longer than 160 characters and include your primary keyword. 
 
T it le (include primary keyword in title) 
 
F irst  paragraph - include primary keyword in first sentence of blog post. If possible, include secondary keywords 
in top paragraph. This should be an introductory paragraph that sets up the rest of the article. 
 
Second paragraph - rule of thumb is one idea=one paragraph. Keep paragraphs short and easy to read (at 
around a 6th grade level). Try linking to other pages on your website or other blog posts inside of this post. 
 
H Tag :  Add sub-headers that include your primary keyword using <h> tags</h> 
 
Third paragraph - ideally, blog posts should be more than 300 words in length. If possible, look for ways to bold 
and/or italicize your primary and/or secondary keywords to help with ease of reading and SEO. 
 
H Tag:  <h>Add sub-headers that include your primary/secondary keyword using tags if your article is long and 
you want to break it up into sections to make it easier to read</h> 
 
Wrap-up paragraph - reiterate your key points. Make sure you have used your keywords as much as possible, 
but without sounding ridiculous. Ultimately, this blog post is for humans and should sound like a human wrote it. 
 
Include a CALL TO ACTION at the bottom of the post. This could be to sign up for regular updates (include 
an opt-in box), post a comment below, call for a free consultation, ... 
 
OPTIONAL (but a good idea) 
If you have other blog posts that are on the same topic/keyword, create a directory of blog posts and link to them 
at the bottom of the post (or maybe even in the middle of your post). News websites use this technique to get 
you to read other articles. This helps establish you as an expert and the reader learns more about you and your 
business (increasing the know, like, trust factor).  
 
For example, if the keyword is kitchen design, you can link to other articles about kitchen design: 
 
Related Posts: 
Selecting kitchen cabinets 
Trends in kitchen design 
Kitchens that work for your family 
(link to 3-5 other blog articles you have written on the same topic or are good compliments to this article). 
 
Insert a photo that gets the point across. Make sure to include an ALT tag that includes what the photo is, the 
primary keyword and your business name. 
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